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INSIDE THIS BOOK YOU’LL LEARN:

Our story
Our brand promise
Why and how we keep that promise
How we work
How we sound
How we look

WELCOME 
to the 2015 Edison Nation Brand Standards Guidebook

In a company so unique, it’s crucial to step back and remember that we’re all part of one unified force

driven by innovation. Alone and together, each one of us IS the Edison Nation brand and it’s time to put that 

brand to work! By sharing the information inside of this book, we will all start to speak the same language. That 

means our brand will be empowered with one strong voice, and one consistent look and feel. 

Next stop? World domination.
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2001: Launch of Enventys, 
a full-service product development 
company that was created to make it 
easier for companies and innovators to 
turn ideas into actual products.

2009: Edison Nation kicks 
off the Safe TV Shop pilot 
program, a team dedicated 
to As Seen on TV marketing.

2012: Edison Nation partners 
with Carolinas HealthCare 
System to launch Edison Nation 
Medical, an open innovation 
marketplace for healthcare.

2014: Edison Nation 
ASOTV launches, bringing 
product development, video 
production and marketing 
expertise into a team 
dedicated to the As Seen 
on TV industry.

2005: Casting for Everyday Edisons begins
The television show premiered on PBS in 2007, 
illustrating the process of taking a sketch on a 
napkin to store shelves.

2007: New media frontier
As Everyday Edisons hit the TV screens, we 
moved into the world of print media with the 
acquisition of Inventors Digest.

2008: Launch of Edison Nation, the first open 
innovation marketplace to connect innovators with 
innovation-hungry companies.

Wouldn’t it be great if... 
we could help more inventors and 

share the real journey of how 
products get to market ?

Everyday people can have 
GREAT ideas!

 These TV casting calls are packed! There’s 
a huge population of everyday innovators out 

there just looking for opportunities.

Wouldn’t it be cool if... 
we turned these casting calls into an online 

platform where innovators can bring their ideas 
- totally secure and open 24/7?

OUR STORY: THE EVOLUTION OF OUR BRAND
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OUR BRAND PROMISE

We provide  the 
to reach its .
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+ =
YOUR IDEAS MOST OPPORTUNITIES GREATEST POTENTIAL
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WHY + HOW WE KEEP THAT PROMISE

YOUR IDEAS

Join the Edison Nation community anywhere, anytime, for free.

Submit ideas easily in the form of a written description, a video or a sketch. 
Tell us your idea’s story and the problem it solves.

All ideas are welcome and we’re always looking for great new ideas in every product category. 
Learn more about our Innovation searches here. We review every idea through our 8-stage process and 
keep you posted through a virtual dashboard.

No financial risk. It costs $25 to submit an idea. If we select your idea, we’ll handle all of the heavy 
lifting, then you’ll share in the profits.

We are trusted, and protect our community’s ideas. All ideas are kept confidential and are never 
shared publicly. The integrity of your intellectual property is secure.

Edison Nation knows that the best ideas don’t only come from big businesses or 
corporate design departments. Great ideas come from the minds of everyday people.
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WHY + HOW WE KEEP THAT PROMISE

THE MOST OPPORTUNITIES

Your idea may achieve a licensing deal, which means that we match your idea with the perfect brand to 
bring it to market as part of their product line. 

Your idea may become the next As Seen On TV sensation, which means we bring it to life in-house, 
and produce a TV commercial to pitch it directly to consumers and then to retailers around the world.

Your idea could revolutionize the medical field through our sister company, 
Edison Nation Medical. Learn more here

Network TV opportunities. You and your product’s journey could be documented on one of our 
exciting network TV shows - gaining exposure around the world!

We’re constantly thinking outside of the box, and building teams of experts to take on an even 
broader range of ideas in new industries and categories.

Unique ideas require unique solutions to reach success. Once we select your idea to 
move forward, there are multiple ways that Edison Nation can get it to consumers.
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WHY + HOW WE KEEP THAT PROMISE

GREATEST POTENTIAL

Strengthen your idea-generating superpowers. We offer knowledge-rich resources to help our 
community grow and prosper as innovators. 

Access to feedback. Even if your idea isn’t selected to move forward, we’ll help you to understand why. 
Learn more about Insider membership

We handle the road to commercialization, navigating your idea each step of the way. 
Any heavy lifting necessary will be taken care of, all at no cost to you.

A track record of success. We have over $200+ million in sales worldwide, top retailers stocking 
shelves with our products, and key relationships with many Fortune 500 companies.

Perhaps best of all, you’ll benefit financially! When your idea launches into the market, 
you get to share in the profits.

Because your success is our success, we strive to do everything possible to encourage a 
community of prosperous innovators.



HOW WE WORK: OVERVIEW
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+ =
YOUR IDEAS MOST OPPORTUNITIES GREATEST POTENTIAL

Join our community

Submit your idea

Any product 
category

No risk

Trusted & secure

Licensing 
opportunities

Direct-to-consumer
TV opportunities

Medical industry
opportunities

Appear on a
network TV show

New industries
& categories

Strengthen 
your skills

Access 
to feedback

We handle the road 
to commercialization

Proven market
success

You benefit 
financially



HOW WE SOUND: SPEAKING TO DIFFERENT AUDIENCES
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Talking to a potential search sponsor?

We bring you the world’s largest source of 
consumer-driven innovation so you can bring 
innovative products to consumers faster and 
with less risk.

We are the only global innovation marketplace 
that acquires 41 pieces of intellectual property 
on average every day. Our business model is 
focused on stacking annuity stream on top of 
annuity stream, on a high return low risk basis.

Only Edison Nation’s business 
model can efficiently and 
effectively generate and 
translate ideas into profitable 
new products.

Have you ever thought 
     “Wouldn’t it be cool if...”? 
We exist to get product ideas out of 
your head and onto store shelves, 
all at no risk to you.

We provide your idea the most opportunities 
to meet its greatest potential. We’re trusted 
and keep your intellectual property safe & 
secure.

We are The Innovation Marketplace

Talking to an investor?

Talking to an innovator?

Talking to
everyone



DO SAY...
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HOW WE SOUND: WHAT TO SAY AND WHAT NOT TO SAY
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•	 Refer to our community members as 
innovators 

•	 Be mindful of our key Brand Facts. Information 
shared here is for internal use and 
reference, and not for public consumption 

•	 We host Innovation Searches or Client 
Innovation Searches on our website  

•	 Edison Nation features a wonderful 
innovator community capable of  
“inventing on demand”

•	 Embellish. If you don’t know the facts, 
simply hit ‘pause’ and find the right answer  

•	 Classify our community as “inventors”  

•	 Refer to “Live Product Searches” or “LPS”    
These are now referred to as “Innovation 
Searches”

DON’T...

KEY BRAND FACTS
•	 To date, Edison Nation products have generated more than 

$200MM at retail
•	 Edison Nation is home to 135K+ innovators from more than  

205 countries and territories 
•	 Edison Nation has reviewed more than 45K ideas submitted to 

our secure platform

•	 Edison Nation has hosted more than 250 Innovation 
Searches for leading Fortune 500 companies, government 

agencies and non-profit organizations including P&G, Clorox, 

PetSmart, Bed Bath & Beyond, Ride 2 Recovery and NASA

•	 Edison Nation operates from the “Innovation Factory” found at 

520 Elliot Street, Charlotte, NC, 28202

•	 The building was previously known as the Defiance Sock Mill 
and received Historical Landmark Designation by the Charlotte 

City Council in 2013

•	 The Innovation Factory features $1.3MM+ of engineering 
and design equipment

•	 Edison Nation’s sister brands include Enventys, Everyday 
Edisons, Inventors Digest and Edison Nation 
Medical

•	 All together, the companies have filed and/or have been granted 
700+ patents 



When it comes to content, consistency is key. We must all sing the same tune and speak the same language to ensure consistent brand messaging. The below 

guide will help us all speak with the same tone, voice and messaging. Every email, phone call, sales pitch, presentation, building tour or social media post is an 
opportunity to let our brand’s tone of voice ring loud and clear. 

Keep these rules of thumb in mind:
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HOW WE SOUND: OUR TONE OF VOICE
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We’re humans, not robots.

We’re all just people talking to people. Avoid 
industry jargon where possible. Keep it professional, 
but don’t be afraid to throw in a subtle “punny” 
sense of humor occasionally. Encourage a two-way 
conversation, and never be mistaken for an “auto-
response!”

We want to see our innovators thrive.

Let’s be as encouraging as possible. Keep them on their toes, 
keep them engaged. Our innovator community comes from all 
walks of life, and many feel lost and scared about the process 
of bringing an idea to market. Have patience and approach each 
innovator as the source of our next successful deal or As Seen On 
TV product.

We know our stuff.

While maintaining a personable, nurturing attitude, it’s 
important to maintain our role as trustworthy, capable, 
knowledgeable experts that our users find valuable. All 
content should be well researched, fact checked and 
spell checked whenever possible!
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HOW WE SOUND: HOW TO TALK ABOUT ASOTV + LICENSING
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What’s the Licensing team? 

Edison Nation’s Licensing team has 150+ years of combined experience 
in a variety of industries to not only bring great ideas to store shelves, but 
also find the best manufacturing and distribution partner for the job. The 
Licensing team has secured hundreds of deals for our innovator community. 

How is Edison Nation ASOTV different than other DRTV 
marketers?

Edison Nation ASOTV is the only industry partner that places an emphasis 
on product development and has the resources and know-how to take on 
an idea in its infancy. From idea selection through deployment into retail, 

EGGIES, more than 4.5 million units sold, invented by      
Betsy Kaufman, a mom and TV producer from Houston, Texas

BED LIFTS, $2MM sold at retail, invented by Jonathan Smith 
of Nashville, Tennessee, licensed to Bed Bath & Beyond

PRESSIX, 6.7MM units sold, invented by Franklin 

Ramsey of Charlotte, North Carolina, licensed to Test Rite, 
Simple Human, ECKO, J&H

EMBRACERS, invented by Edison Nation team,           
licensed to Stride Rite

HOT HUEZ, more than 3 million units sold to date, 
invented by the Edison Nation ASOTV team

MISTER STEAMY, more than 1.5 million units sold, invented 
by Will Howe and Ric Payne of Indianapolis, Indiana

EMERY CAT, more than 1.5 million units sold, invented 

by Michael Diep of Southern California

GYRO BOWL, more than 1 million units sold, invented by 
parent duo Brad and Melinda Shepard of Wilmington, North 

PERFECT BACON BOWL, more than 1 million units sold to 

date, invented by Thom Jensen of Salt Lake City, Utah 

PARTY IN THE TUB, more than 600K units sold to date, 
invented by Edison Nation ASOTV team

SCISSOR TAPE, invented by Mike Bland of Atlanta, 

Georgia,
licensed to Decor Craft Inc.

STAINLESS STEEL ODOR REMOVER, invented by 
Ninette Holbrook of Winter Garden, Florida, licensed to   
Life’s Abundance

Products currently still available at retail:
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HOW WE SOUND: HOW TO TALK ABOUT OUR SISTER BRANDS
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Enventys is a full-service product development firm with a tenacious appetite for creating incredible products. 
The Enventys team specializes in research, industrial design, engineering, prototyping, branding, video, and 
web and software development for a variety of clients, which includes independent innovators and Fortune 500 
companies. 

Enventys’ differentiator in the market is accountability. Under one roof, you’ll find a professional team 
working as one to see through the success of each client project.

People often have ideas for new products, but aren’t sure of what to do next. Do you get a patent? Do you create 
a prototype? Do you mortgage the house to build a business around your idea? 

Before Shark Tank and American Inventor, there was Everyday Edisons.

Everyday Edisons is a public television series dedicated to educating viewers about the complexities of 

the product development process and to provide a forum for inventors to submit their ideas to a trustworthy 
resource. With the development team at Enventys, and in conjunction with the USPTO, the series follows the 
development process of inventions and the parallel stories of the people that invented them as their original 
ideas evolve into market-ready products. 

Edison Nation Medical is Edison Nation’s online counterpart in the medical and healthcare space. Edison 
Nation partnered with Carolinas HealthCare System -one of the largest healthcare systems in the country- to 
launch Edison Nation Medical. Where Edison Nation specializes in getting consumer product ideas to market, 
Edison Nation Medical is positioned as the trusted resource for innovators wanting to get their healthcare ideas 
to market.

With CHS’s strategic investment, Edison Nation Medical is on track to become the largest open innovation 
marketplace dedicated to discovering innovation that can disrupt the healthcare industry. 

What’s Enventys?

What’s Everyday Edisons? 

What’s Edison Nation 



HOW WE LOOK: THE LOGO + THE LEGACY

As Thomas Edison once said, “The value of an idea lies in the using of it,” and we couldn’t agree more. We took inspiration 
from Thomas Edison’s work ethic, perseverance and passion for inventing and instilled it in every facet of our company, 
including our logo. Edison Nation is the first and only organization granted the right to use Thomas Edison’s iconic signature.
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In 1884, Thomas Edison moved his laboratories from Menlo Park to West Orange, New Jersey. To maintain 
the utmost secrecy regarding his ideas, he dedicated an exclusive area for the development of his newest 
inventions. Only a select few were allowed entry. This area was known only as “Room 5”.

Today, “Room 5” is an exclusive area of the Edison Nation website. Here, Insider members are provided a true 
“inside look” at our process and the day-to-day life at Edison Nation. 

Within Room 5, Insiders are the first to ...
•	 hear about licensing deals
•	 check out sneak peeks of our ASOTV spots
•	 get a head start on innovation searches 
•	 get tips and tricks on how to get your idea through all eight stages of the review process
•	 get your questions answered and your voices heard, and more!



HOW WE LOOK: LOGO USAGE

Use this logo on white backgrounds
(ex: emails, color printed  
correspondence)

Use this logo on dark backgrounds
(ex: presentation headers, videos)

Use this logo when one-color reproduction is necessary

small seal for pkging- white bkgd
no gradient

Use this seal in instances where a square proportion  
is preferable (ex: social media icons, etc).

Please don’t add effects to the logo or place it on top 
of busy backgrounds

Please don’t use old logos 
with old taglines

Please don’t add your own 
tagline to our logo
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Insider Licensing Program

Insider Licensing Program

Visit the EN Brand Assets folder
to find a growing collection of approved logos + assets

CLICK HERE

DO:

DON’T:



HOW WE LOOK: COLORS + FONTS

Our Colors: Our Fonts:

RGB (140, 198, 62)
CMYK (50, 0, 100, 0)
PANTONE 376
HEX  #94c63e

RGB (178, 40, 44)
CMYK (21, 97, 91, 12)
PANTONE 1805
HEX #b2282c

RED

GREEN

LT. GRAY

DK. GRAY

TURQUOISE

PURPLE

RGB (127, 127, 127)
CMYK (55, 47, 44, 10)
PANTONE Cool Gray 9
HEX #7f7f7f

RGB (57, 57, 57)
CMYK (55, 47, 44, 68)
PANTONE 447
HEX  #393939

RGB (62, 193, 204)
CMYK (65, 0, 21 0)
PANTONE 319
HEX  #3ec1cc

RGB (158, 118, 145)
CMYK (40, 58, 26, 2)
PANTONE 5145
HEX #9e7691

Use the fonts listed below in their appropriate places. Use the colors shown below to represent our brand. The blue 
and purple are used sparingly and only as accents in Power-
Point Presentations.
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Trade Gothic: A clean, condensed font that works best for body copy and any 
documents sent out. Should be the font used if it is available on your machine.
 

Arial: Used primarily for PowerPoint presentations. This is  
to ensure we have no issues across Mac/PC platforms. 

Secondarily, Arial is to be used if Trade Gothic is not available on your machine. 
Note that Arial is the default “Sans Serif” font used within Gmail.

Montserrat: Use for bold headlines, website graphics and on email communi-
cations for our own use and with search partners. 

Visit the EN Brand Assets folder
to find these color swatches + fonts for download

CLICK HERE



HOW WE LOOK: TEMPLATE BASICS FOR COMMUNICATIONS

Your email signature Presentation templates

Visit the EN Brand Assets folder
to find presentation templates

CLICK HERE
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Laura Lynch
Designer + Brand Manager | Edison Nation
D: 704.749.6884  F: 704.333.5115

laura.lynch@edisonnation.com

Check us out on Facebook and Twitter

Visit the EN Brand Assets folder
to find this email signature to copy + paste

CLICK HERE



HOW WE LOOK: IMAGERY USAGE

Historic photos are inspiring, iconic and 
respectful.

Behind-the-scenes photos show action, highlight our unique space and never show the details of our top secret projects! All origi-
nal images should be watermarked with the Edison Nation logo.

Product photos are clear, colorful, uncluttered.
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Inspirational quotes are custom stylized.

Visit the EN Brand Assets folder
to find a growing collection of approved images

CLICK HERE
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NOTES: 



Please direct any brand related 
questions or concerns to 
Laura.Lynch@edisonnation.com
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Edison Nation is so different than other communities where people are in competition with each other. Here, we are not competing 
against one another. We laugh with each other, we cry with each other, we cheer each other on even if we are not in the same 
searches. Everyone here just generally wants to see other members succeed with their dreams...

 -Kathleen Christopher, EN Insider since 2014

At first I was cautious about sharing my ideas with anyone, but I quickly learned that Edison Nation is a company with inventors’ best 
interests at heart.  When EN started bringing in search sponsors looking for ideas, and became a bit of an idea factory, I had found 
my favorite new creative outlet. Edison Nation has offered me many opportunities for personal growth; from sharing my story about 
inventing on the local news, to pitching one of my ideas to HSN, to achieving the dream of seeing one of my ideas developed, and 
with any luck becoming an ASOTV hit. I’m looking forward to continuing my journey with EN for many years to come.

 -Margaret Pryor, EN member since 2008

My experience as an Edison Nation member has been very rewarding. Not only with my own personal experience with the inventions 
I have put forth, but when I see the final product and help someone go forward on their journey, too. It’s been a great ride and only 
has gotten better over the years. My fascination of the mechanics of how things work along with my computer skills both work hand 
in hand. I am glad to be part of the Edison Nation “family” and to help other members.

 -John Vilardi, EN member since 2008

I had the opportunity to visit the Edison Nation a few years ago. It was amazing meeting all the inventors and members of the EN 
team. They were all very welcoming and their space was so cool! It instantly made me feel comfortable and that I was involved with 
a trustworthy company...

- Tim Hayes, EN member since 2011


